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Concurrent execution of database transactions is desirable from the point of
view of speed, but may introduce inconsistencies. A commonly used criterion of
correctness of a concurrent execution of transactions is serializability, i.e., the
equivalence of the execution to some serial schedule or schedules. In the
literature several transaction models have been used and several different
notions of serializability have been introduced. In this paper, we investigate the
various serializability families in the general transaction model, in the two-step
model, and in the restricted two-step model. We also examine these families in
the multiversion database model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Concurrency of database transactions is receiving a great deal of attention
in the current literature. (1 71 This paper is concerned with some theoretical
aspects of the problems encountered with concurrent execution of a set of
transactions. In such a context, a simplified model of a database is usually
used.(8 10) In fact, we assume that a database consists of a finite set
D=

{dl,..., dlDi}
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of data items, where IDI is the cardinality of D. Two types of accesses are
permitted to each item d e D , namely a read access r(d) and a write access
w(d). At any given time each item can be accessed at most once, but several
items may be read simultaneously or written simultaneously.
A transaction is usually considered to be a finite sequence of accesses
(or actions), (8-1~ such that, the execution of the sequence preserves the
consistency of the database. Furthermore, it is normally assumed that the
transactions are independent of each other in the sense that any serial
execution of a given set of transactions is considered to be acceptable. Concurrent (interleaved) execution of a set of transactions is desirable to
increase the speed, but may introduce inconsistencies. (8) The usual notion
of correctness of a concurrent execution of a set of transactions is that of
serializability, (8'9) i.e., the equivalence of the execution to some serial
schedule.
One of the difficulties encountered in the literature is that various
authors use different definitions of database, transaction, and equivalence
of executions, and that frequently these notions are introduced only informally. In this paper, we use mathematically precise and explicit definitions
of these terms. We use a more general notion of transaction, (11'12) namely
one involving a partial order, and we define several notions of
serializability. We then study the relationships among the various families
of serializable executions. This is done for three types of transaction
models: general, (3'11'12) two-step, ~ and restricted two-step. 0) We also
examine these families in the multiversion database model. (1 3,~.13)
An early version of this work appeared as a technical report in Ref. 14.
Further motivation and discussion of the definitions was given by
Brzozowski. (~2) We now summarize the relevant background material.
Futher discussion of the literature is postponed until Section 6.
A transaction Ti= (Ai, <<.~) is a (finite) set Ai of accesses and an
arbitrary partial order ~<i o n Ai. (12) For a, b ~ A i , a <~ib means that the
access a must be performed before the access b. Let

~i = { r i ( X ) ] X ~ _ D } w {w~(Y) I Y~_D}
be the alphabet of all the possible parallel accesses of a transaction Ti,
where ri(X)(wi(Y)) represents the simultaneous reading (writing) of all the
items in X(Y). An execution (12) e of a transaction T~ is a word e e S * such
that all the accesses of Ai appear in e exactly once, no other accesses
appear in e, and the partial order in which the accesses of A i appear in e is
consistent with ~<i.
We are concerned with the execution of a finite set A j = { T1,..., T,} of
transactions. Formally, a job J = (As, <~j) is a set A j of transactions along
with an arbitrary partial order < s on Aj. (~2) In this paper however, we
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assume that ~<s is the trivial partial order containing only pairs of the type
(T~, T~). Let J be a job, and let

X=OXi
i=1

be the alphabet of all possible parallel accesses of J, where X i is the set of
accesses of transaction Ti, for i = 1..... n. Also let Ei be the set of all
executions of T,.. Then an execution of a job J is any word w ~ X* which is
in the "shuffle" of the Ei, as follows. The shuffle E~ $ E~. of two sets E~ and
Ej over disjoint alphabets X~ and Xj is the set of all the words of the form
S 1 t l ' " S m t m E (~Fi U Z / ) *

where m>~l, sl,...,SmeX*, tl ..... t,,eX*, s1""smeEi, and t l " " G e E / .
Since the shuffle operation in associative, the shuffle $7= t E~ of n sets is
uniquely defined by E1 $ E2 $ ' " $En.
We assume that the database exists in some initial state where each
item d has the value do. Sometimes it is convenient to introduce a fictitious
transaction To which has the single access wo(D) that writes all the initial
database values. When an execution of a job J takes place, the database
state may change as a result of write accesses. The final value of dE D that
exists after an execution e will be denoted by d(e). It is sometimes convenient to introduce a fictitious transaction Tf that has the single access
rj(D) that reads all the database values. Clearly rr(d)= d(e). Let

I)(e) = (dl(e) ..... d!Dl(e))
be the final tuple of database values after execution e.
In general, the execution of a job also provides information to each
transaction. We denote by d(e)~ the value of d read by T~ during execution
e. (By definition, such a read can take place at most once for each transaction.) The tuple (dl(e)i,..., d~(e)i) of all the items read by T~ is denoted by
9 je). If Ti does not read dj, then dj(e)i is simply omitted from the tupte.
Finally,

r(e) = (zl(e),..., rn(e))
is the tuple of values read by all the transactions during execution e.
We make the following assumption (~2) concerning the writing of an
item d by transaction T~: wjd) depends on all the values r~(dj) which satisfy
rjdj) <%we(d), i.e. there exists some function ~.~j, such that

wi(d) = ~i,a(r,(d,) ..... ri(dk))
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where {ri(d~) ..... ri(dk)} = {r~(dj) l r i ( d j ) ~ wi(d)}. Here T~,d is treated as an
uninterpreted function symbol. ~
Let J = ({ T~,..., 7", }, ~<s) be a j o b and E the set of all executions of J.
We define the following equivalence relations on E. (~2) F o r all i = 1..... n,
and for all e, e ' ~ E,
e'

iff

D(e) = D(e')

e ~ i e'

iff

zi(e ) = re(d )

e ~ , e'

iff

e ~ e'

e~

for all

i - - 1,..., n

An execution e of J = ( { T1 ,..., T, }, ~<j) is
(a)

6-serializable iff there exists a serial execution s of J such that
e~as.

(b)

~,-serializable iff there exist serial executions s I
that e ~ i s i for all i = 1,., n.

(c)

.....

s n of J such

~-serializable iff there exists a serial execution s of J such that
e~,.,

s.

(d)

piecewise serializable iff there exist serial executions s, sl ..... sn
such that e ~ s and e ~ i s ~ for all i = 1,..., n.

(e)

serializable iff there exists a serial execution s such that e ~ s and
e~rs.

Let D, T , , T, P, and R denote the families of all executions that are
3-serializable, r,-serializable, ,-serializable, piecewise serializable, and
serializable, respectively. The motivation for these definitions is as follows.
The family D satisfies the database by providing the same final value for
each item as would be obtained in some serial schedule. However, no attention is given to the transaction information. The families T , and T do not
care a b o u t the database but satisfy the transactions in some way. In T ,
each transaction thinks that a serial execution took place, but each one
m a y have a different execution in mind. In contrast to this, in T, all transactions think that one serial execution took place. In P, the database and
each transaction think that a serial execution t o o k place, but each m a y
have a different one in mind. Finally, in R everybody sees one and the same
equivalent serial execution.
Brzozowski (12) showed that each serializability family shown in Fig. 1
is nonempty. We denote by E the set of all executions and by S the set of
all serial executions. The examples eo ..... e6 used in Ref. 12 were:

eo = rl(a) r2(b) w2(a) w1(b) r3(a, b) 6 D n T ,
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E (rectangle)
ee 0

D(circle)~(square)
\

~7

/

T(bottom
triangle)

P (heavy pie slice)
Fig. 1. Serializability families.
where rl(a)<~ 1 wl(b) and r2(b)42 w2(a);

el = wl(a) r2(a) w2(b) rl(b ) ~ D n T ,
where w~(a) <~l r1(b ) and r2(a) 42 w2(b);

e2 = r2(a) wl(a) rl(b ) w2(b) e D n T . c~ T
where the transactions are the same as in e~;
e3 = r l ( a ) r2(a) wl(a) w2(a) e D c ~ T . r-~T
where rl(a) <~1 wl(a) and r2(a ) ~<2 w2(a);

e4 = r2(a) wl(a) w2(a ) ~ D c~ T
where r2(a) ~2 w2(a);
es = r2(b) wl(a, b) w2(a ) ~ D c~ T ~
where rz(b ) and w2(a) are not related by ~<2; and
e 6 = r l(a) wz(b ) w1(a ) e R ~ g
where rl(a) <~ wl(a).
Given an execution e we define the "reads f r o m " function p~ for e as
follows:

p~: {r,(d) l r,(d)~A,, T i e A j } ~ {,)(d) i wj(d)sA:, Tje As} w {wo(d)}
where p~(ri(d)) = r~).(d), if e has the form

e = ulwj(d) u2rz(d ) u 3
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where u~, b/2,

//3EX* and u2 does not have any d-writes, and

pe(r,(d)) = wo(d) if

e = ulri(d) u2
where u~ has no d-writes.
One easily verifies that
e~e'
2. T H E T W O - S T E P

iff P~=Pe'

MODEL

In Papadimitriou's model ~ a transaction T; = (Ai, ~<i) has one of the
following three forms:
(a)

A i = {ri(X), w~(Y)}, X, y c D ,

ri(X)<~w,(Y);

(b)

A~ = {ri(X)}, X ~ D - - a "read-only" transaction;

(c)

A~= {w~(X)}, X c _ D - - a "write-only" transaction.

For this model the serializability families are the same as in the general
model, as shown in the following.
Proposition

1.

In the two-step model each serializability family of

Fig. 1 is nonempty.

Proof. The following executions contain only two-step transactions,
and one can verify that they appear in Fig. 1 as claimed.
(a)

Co, e3, and e4 are as in Section 1.

(b)

e'l = eow4(a, b) E D ~ T , .

(c)

e~=rl(a, b) rz(a) wz(a) r3(a, b) Wl(b)~D ~ T , :~T.

To see that e~ CT, note first that any serial execution beginning with T3
will have r3(a) incorrect, i.e., different from that of e;. Any serial execution
in which T1 precedes T 3 will have r3(b ) incorrect. This leaves T z T 3 T1 as
the only possibility. However, now rl(a ) is incorrect. Thus e~ET. Since
e'2~6 T1TzT3, we have e[~D. Finally e [ ~ 1 TITzT3, e ~ 2 T2T3T 1, and
e'2 ~ 3 T2 T3 T1, showing that e [ ~ T , .
(d)

e~ = rl(a) wl(b) r2(b) w3(b, d) r4(d )
wa(a, c, e) ws(b, e) r6(e ) w6(a, c, d), w2(c) Wy(a, b, d, e)
Dc~TrnR

This interesting example is due to T. Ibaraki. 4 Let the serial execution s be
defined by
s = T3 Ts T1 T4 T6 T2 T7
4 Personal communication.
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where the transactions are those of e;. Note that T 7 is a write-only transaction that writes the final values of a, b, d, and e in both e; and s. Hence
these two executions agree in these final values. Also, the last value of c is
written by w2(c), which is determined by rz(b), which in turn reads wx(b ) in
both executions. Now wl(b) depends only on r~(a), which reads the initial
value in both executions. Hence e; ~6 s.
Now consider the serial execution

t= T1T2 T3 T4 Ts T6 T7
One verifies that t and e~ have the same reads-from function. Hence e} ~ t.
It remains to be shown that e; r R. For suppose there exists a serial
execution u such that, u ~6 e; and u ~ e}. First, T4 and T 6 must precede
T2 because all three write c, and the last value of c must be written by T2.
Second, T 1 must precede T4 and T6 because T4 and T6 write a and T 1 reads
the initial value of a. Third, T2 gets b from T1, and T3 and T5 write b.
Therefore neither T3 not T5 can occur between T1 and T2. If T3 occurs
after T2, then T4, which reads d from T3, must also occur after T2. This
contradicts the first conclusion. Therefore T3 must precede T~ and, by a
similar argument, 7'5 must precede T1. Altogether we must have the partial
order shown in Fig. 2. Now, to obtain a total order from Fig. 2, we must
either put T4 between T5 and T6 or after T6. In the first case r6(e ) will read
w4(e) which is wrong. If we put T 4 after T6, then r4(d) reads w6(d ) which is
again wrong. Therefore the serial execution u cannot exist, and e; ~ R.
(e)

Finally, note that e; = rl(a)
concludes the proof. |

T3

T5

T4

r2(b) wl(a) w2(b) is in R ~ S, and this

4.' Tz
r6

Fig. 2. Partial order obtained so far.

3. THE R E S T R I C T E D T W O - S T E P M O D E L
A restricted version of the two-step model was also considered by
Papadimitriou. (9) Here, a transaction is defined as in Section 2, with the
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additional restriction that if A i = {ri(X), wi(Y)} then X~_ Y. This means
that every data item whose value is written by a transaction must first be
read. This type of model was originally introduced by Stearns et al. (1~
Although this restriction may seem rather minor at first glance, it is in fact
a significant modification of the model. (9'1~ The following proposition
describes the serializability families for the two-step restricted model.
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. In the two-step restricted model T = R, D = P, and
the serializability classes are as shown in Fig. 3.

Proof. There are 7 serializability families in Fig. 1. We will show in
Theorem 1 below that T = R, and in Theorem 2 that D = P. Assuming
these results, there will be no examples like el, e4, and e5 here. We have
e'o = rl(a, b) r2(a, b) w2(a) wl(b ) r3(a, b) ~ D c~ T ,
because neither T1 T2 not T2 T1 can produce the same final database values
as e;, and r3 reads these values. Also, e;, e3, and e; are in the restricted
model. II

E(rectangle)
!

* e 0

~T~

P(heavylines)~/~--o
T=R
Fig. 3.

(square)

D=P

Serializability families in the restricted two-step model.

Before proving Theorem 1 we need some preliminary results.

Lemma

1. Let s be a serial execution in which transaction Ti writes
an item d before transaction Tj reads d. In other words, suppose s has the
form:
S = UlWi(Y ) u2rj(X ) u 3

for some Ux, u2, u3ES*, and d e X c ~ Y. Then rj(d) depends on wi(d), in the
restricted two-step model.
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ProoL Let all the write accesses in u2 which write d be
w~(Y~),..., wm(Ym). In the restricted two-step model each w~-(Yk) must be
preceded by rk(Xk) with X~_~ Yk, for k = 1,..., m. Thus u2 has the form:
b/2 ~- Vl FI(Xl ) WI( Yl )/)2 r2(X2) w2(Y2) " ' '

Drnrm(Xm)Win(Ym) Um+1

where deXkc~ Yk for all k=l,...,m, and V~,...,Vm+~ do not have any dwrites. Now if m = 0, there are no d-writes in u2 and rj(d) reads w~(d) in s.
Otherwise, rj(d) reads win(d) which depends on rm(d), which in turn reads
wm ~(d), etc. Thus rj(d) depends on w~(d). |
C o r o l l a r y 1.
and

w~(d) appears

In the restricted two-step model, if e is cS-serializable
in e then the final value d(e) depends on w~(d).

Proof. Suppose e ~ 6 s, where s
d(s)= rr(d) depends on w~(d) in
d(e) depends on wi(d) in e. II

and

is serial. Then also e r f ( D ) ~ sry(D),
s by Lemma 1. But d(e)= d(s), and

C o r o l l a r y 2. In the restricted two-step model, if e is 6-serializable
then e ~ e' implies that each write access writes the same value in e as
in e'.

Proof. Suppose wi(d) is a write access in e and e', and s is a serial
execution such that e ~6 s. By Lemma 1, r~(d) = d(s) depends on wj(d) in s,
and hence in e and e'. If w~(d) writes a different value in e than in e', then
d(e) r d(e'). This contradicts the fact that e ~6 e'. |
Theorem

1.

In the restricted two-step model T = R.

Proof. Suppose e e T , i.e., there exists a serial t such that e ~ t. If
e 4~6 t, then there exists d e D such that d(e)r d(t). Suppose first that d is
last written by Ti in both e and t. In the two-step restricted model Ti must
have ri(X) such that de X, and wi(d) depends on all r~(d'), d'eX. But,
because e ~ t, all the reads in ri(X ) must get the same values in both e and
t. Therefore d(e) = d(t). Consequently, if d(e) r d(t), the last value of d must
be written by s o m e T 1 in t and by some 7'2 r TI in e. Thus we can write
t = ul r2(X2) w2(Y2) u~r~(X~) Wl(Y~) u3
for some ul,
u2, u 3 e S * ,
where u3
d e X~ ~ Y~ c~ X2 c~ Y2. Also, we must have

has

no

d-writes

and

e = D1FI(X1) U2Wl( Y1 ) v3 w2(Y2) v4

for some Vx,...,vaeZ*, where v4 has no d-writes. By Lemma 1, rx(d )
depends on w2(d) in t. However, rl(d ) cannot possibly depend on w2(d) in

828/t4/6-5
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e. Hence e ~

t, which is a contradiction.

Therefore we must have

d(e)=d(t) for all deD, i.e., e ~ t. Altogether we have shown that e ~ R ,
and T ~ R. Since R _~ T, the theorem follows.
Theorem

2.

I

In the restricted two-step model D = P.

ProoL Suppose e = u l r i ( X ~ ) u 2 is 6-serializable. Let ~1 be obtained
from ul as follows. If rj(Xs) appears in ul but %(Ys) does not appear in Ul,
remove rj(Xj) from ul. After all such reads have been removed we have ul
remaining. Note now that, if we replace u~ by Ul in e, re(Xi) still gets the
same information as it did in e.
We now claim that, if e is ~i-serializable then the execution ~1 obtained
from any prefix Ux of e is also cS-serializable. For let s be any serial
execution 6-equivalent to e and let g be obtained from s by removing all the
transactions which are not in ~7~. Then ~1 ~6 g. To verify this suppose the
final value of d written by Z~l is different from that written by g. If both
values are written by the same transaction then, since e ~ 6 s, the values
must be the same by Corollary 2. If the final value of d is written by w~(X1)
in ~ and by w2(X2) in L then these two writes appear in the order ( % , w2)
in s and in the order (w2, Wl) in e. But then r2(d), and hence w2(d),
depends o n wl(d ) in s, but this is not true in e. This contradicts that e ~ s.
Therefore we must have ~l Ha g.
It now follows that any serial execution t beginning with gr~(Xi)
satisfies e ~ t. Thus e e T , .
Altogether we have shown that D _ ~ T , which implies that
P=DnT,=D.
|
The execution e~ of Proposition 2 shows that P ~ R. However, under
the additional restriction that e does not contain any read-only transactions, we show that D = R.
Theorem
3. In the restricted two-step model without read-only
transactions D = R.

ProoL Suppose e ~ a s where s is serial. If e 4 ~ s , then there must
exist a read ri(Xi) and a variable d e Xi such that ri(d) gets a different value
in e than it does in s. By assumption, T~ has a write access wi which writes
at least one item d'. By L e m m a 1, the final value of d' depends on wi and
hence on ri(d). Since e ~a s, r~(d) must have the same value in both e and s.
Thus we have a contradiction and the claim holds. |
Under the assumption that read-only transactions are not permitted,
the restricted two-step model has only the families of Fig. 4. Examples
which show that the families of Fig. 4 are not empty are:
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e~ = e'ow3(a , b) ~ T .
e3~T, nR
e~cRc~g

E

Fig. 4.

4. M U L T I V E R S I O N

T.

R=D=T=p

fill
eo

Restricted model with no read-only transactions.

SERIALIZABILITY

The notion of serializability has been generalized in Refs. 1-3.11, 13, to
the model in which the system keeps old copies of database values, called
versions. In the limiting case an arbitrary number of versions may be kept,
and this is the case we consider now.
Given a word e e Z'* consider Toe = wo(D ) e, where T o is the fictitious
initial write. In Toe each item is written at least once. Thus, if
Toe = Tou 1rj(Xj) U2, and d e Xj, we may assign to r/(d) any value wi(d ) that
occurs in Toul, including wo(d ). To avoid confusion, we will now call a
word e e S * a X-sequence rather than an execution. Let R+ and We be the
sets of read and write accesses in e. An interpretation (3~ of e is a function

f: R e ~ Wew {wo(d) l d ~ D }
which assigns to each ri(d)E R e any write wj(d) which precedes ri(d) in e.
The interpretation in which the immediately preceding d-write is assigned
to each d-read is called the standard interpretation. (3~
F o r notational convenience we will use the following convention. The
interpretations will be called fo, f l , etc., and fo will always denote the standard interpretation. A X-sequence e and an interpretation f,. define an
fi-execution denoted by e (i). In this terminology e I~ is the normal, singleversion, execution of e. For example, let e be the X-sequence:

e = wl(a) r2(a) w2(b) rl(a, b)
where wl(a)<~rl(a), wl(a)<<,l rl(b), and r2(a)<~2w~(b). There are eight
interpretations of e as shown in Fig. 5. Each fi-execution uniquely deter-
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rl(a)

fo

fl

a1

ao

ao

b0

b0

r1(b) w2(b)

r2(Q)

%

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

ao

at

aI

a~

a1

bo

bo

wz(b)

aO

GI

aO

wz(b) wz(b)

% t al

~0

al

and Muro

f7

Fig. 5. Interpretations of e.

mines the final database values and the transaction information. For
instance,
D(e (6)) = (al, ~ 2 ( a l ) )
z(e (6)) = (al, bo, al)
Consider now the serial S-sequence

s = wl(a ) rl(a , b) r2(a) w2(b)
One verifies that s(~
e (6) and s (~ ~ e (6). In this sense e is multiversion
serializable; one can verify that it is not single-version serializable.
More formally, a X-sequence e is said to be multiversion c~-serializable
iff there exists an interpretation fk such that e (k) is e-serializable, where
c~-serializable is any one of the following: 6-serializable, z,-serializable,
r-serializable, piecewise serializable, or serializable. If F is a single-version
serializability family, we will denote by !~ the corresponding multiversion
serializability family.

Proposition 3.

Multiversion serializability families are as shown in

Fig. 6.

Proof. First note that E = T , . For let e be any X-sequence and let,fk
be that interpretation which assigns to each read ri(d) the value wi(d) if
= T~e ( s q u a r e )

(large pie slice)

/

T (bottom triangle)

Fig, 6. Multiversion serializability families.
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w~(d) precedes r~(d) in e, and it assigns the initial value of d if there is no
w~(d) before rz(d) in e. Then the transaction information obtained by any
transaction T~ from e Ik) is the same as that obtained from any serial
execution s~ beginning with Tz (ordered as in e). Thus
e (k) ~ s~(~

for all

i = 1,..., n

i.e., e e i",.
Now observe that all the reads in the X-sequences e2,..., e6 of Section 1
can only be assigned the initial values. Hence each of these S-sequences has
only the standard interpretation. One verifies that
e3eD~T
e4eDc~T
Next consider the families inside I). Although in the single version model
P = D c~ T , , it is false that P = I) ~ T , . For let

e7 = rl(b) rz(a) w2(a, b) rl(a ) wl(a)
where ri(a)<<,lwl(a ) but rl(b) is related neither to r~(a) not to wl(a),
rz(a) ~<2 wz(a), and r2(a ) <~2 w2(b). Also let

s = r2(a) w2(a, b) rl(a , b) wl(a)
Then C7(0)~ 6 S(~ i.e. eTeI). However, there does not exist a serial Xsequence sl such that e7 (~ ~1 sJ (~ because no serial X-sequence can have
TI reading both bo and w2(a) as e7 (~ does. Hence 6'7(o)r P. The only other
interpretation of e 7 is f l which assigns to rl(a) the initial value ao.
However, e7(1) is not 3-serializable, so e7(1)r P. Altogether, e7 r P_:_and P is
a proper subset of I). One_ also verifies that e7 r T, i.e., e7 e I) ~ P c~ T.
To show that I ) ~ P r~ ~" is not empty, let

es = rl(b) w2(a, b) rl(a) wl(a)
where r~(a)<<, w~(a) but rl(b ) is not related to rl(a ) or wl(a). Let

s~ = w2(a , b) rl(a , b) wl(a )
s 2 = rl(a, b) wl(a ) wz(a , b)
Then e8(~ w e sl (~ and e8 (1) ~ $2 (0), where f~ is the sole nonstandard interpretation of es. Thus e s ~ 1 ) ~ T. However, one verifies that e s r P.
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Next consider subsets of P. One verifies that
ez~P~T
es~Pc~Tc~R
where these are as in Section 1. Finally e6 ~ R c~g.

5. T H E T W O - S T E P

MULTIVERSION

MODEL

The following proposition characterizes the serializability families in
the two-step model.
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. In the two-step model I ) = P and the serializability
families are as shown in Fig. 7.

ProoL The Z-sequences e 3 and e4 of Section 4 are two-step. In
Theorem 4, we show that I ) = P. Now let
es = rl(a, c) r2(a ) wl(a ) w2(c) w3(c)
Only the standard interpretation is possible here and one verifies that
e~ ~ P c~ ~. Also e; e R c~~. The final example is a modified version of e;,
namely:

e = e;' = rl(a) wl(b) rz(b) r3(f) w3(b, d) rs(g ) ws(b, e) r4(d ) r6(e )
w4(a, c, e, f ) w6(a , C, d, g) w2(a, c) wT(a, b, e, f, g)
Let

s = T3 T5 TI T4 T6 T2 T7
t = T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

E = "r~. (square)

~

'r ( bottom triangle)

Fig. 7. Two-stepmultiversionfamilies.
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One verifies that e(~
~~ and e ~ ~
~~ showing that e e l ) c ~ T . It
remains to prove that no interpretation e (k) of e is seriatizable.
Note first that rl(a ), r3(f), and rs(g ) can only read the initial versions
ao, fo, and go. We will show now that, for e (*) to be &serializable, fk must
be the standard interpretation. For suppose r2(b) reads bo; then Tz must
precede T1. But then rl(a) reads wz(a ). Therefore r2(b ) must read wx(b).
Next suppose r4(d) reads do; then T4 must precede T3. Since T3 reads fo
and T4 writes f we must have T 3 before T4 which is a contradiction. Hence
r4(d ) can only be assigned w3(d ). Similarly if r6(e ) reads eo then T 6 precedes
Ts. But then rs(g) cannot read go. Altogether we have shown that e e R
implies e(~ R. However, the reader can easily verify that the arguments of
Proposition 1 apply here also to show that e f~ ~ R. Therefore e r I]. |
Theorem

4.

In the two-step model I ) = P.

Proof. Suppose e ~ I). Then there exists an interpretation f~ and a
serial N-sequence s such that e (~) ~ s I~
Any transaction T~ in e can be classified as 6-live 19) it it has a write
w~(Y~) and some final database value t~r(a) depends on w~(b) for some
b 6 Y~. Otherwise Ti in 6-dead and does not affect any final database values.
Suppose now r~(X~) is a read in e. If T~ is 6-live then, for some a and b,
rf(a) depends on w~(b) which in turn depends on all the r~(c), c e X~, in the
two-step model. Since e ~1~~z s (~ it follows that e (~) ~ s ( ~
On the other hand, if 7',. is 6-dead construct an interpretation f2 which
is the same as f= on the reads of all the 6-live transactions and assigns the
initial values to all the reads of all the 6-dead transactions. Then we have
e(2) ~6 S(~

~~

S(0)

if

T~is &-live

e(2)~&(0)

if

T~is 8-dead

where s~ is any serial X-sequence beginning with T~. Thus e(2)e P and
eeP. |
Our final proposition describes the serializability families in the restricted two-step multiversion model.

Proposition

5.

In the restricted two-step model R = T = I ) #

1~, = E.

Proof. Suppose e ~ t ; then there exists an interpretation fk such that
e (k)~ T. By Theorem 1, e ~k)e R and e e R , giving 1~ = T. Next suppose
e ~ I ) , i.e., e ~1)~ 9 ) for some f l and serial s. Let J2 be the interpretation
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that agrees with f l on all the transactions that have a write, but assigns the
initial values to all the read-only transactions. Then e(2)~ 6 e (~) . Now
obtain t from s by removing all the read-only transactions from s and
placing them all in front in any order. Then e (2) ~ t (~ and e ( 2 / ~ r (~ Thus
A

As before, example e 3 shows that R r T , .

6. C O N C L U D I N G

|

REMARKS

As we have mentioned before, some early papers on concurrency and
serializability treat these notions rather informally. One of the objectives of
this paper has been to stress the importance of mathematical precision; our
results show that small changes in the definitions of transactions and
serializability lead to different families of serializable schedules.
Secondly, we have used a more general model of transaction, (t2/
viewing it as a partially ordered set of tasks, and distinguishing between
such a task specification and its execution.
Thirdly, we have shown that several notions of serializability can be
used. Our definitions provide a framework for discussing the various
models that have been used. For example, the paper by Papadimitriou (9)
appears to be the first one where the concept of serializability used is what
we have called 6-serializability. The work by Yannakakis (7~ appears to be
the first paper where an explicit distinction is made between "state
serializability" (corresponding to our 6-serializability) and "view
serializability" (corresponding to our serializability). Some interesting subclasses of serializable schedules and their characterizations are also given
by Yannakakis. (7~ Bernstein and G o o d m a n (m introduce the notion of what
we have called r-serializability. The concept of piecewise serializability has
been introduced by Brzozowski. (t2) For some interesting related work done
recently the reader is referred to Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, (4)
Tuzhilin and Spirakis, (5/ and Vidyasankar. (6/
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